Box 1:

Audio recording on ¼" open reel magnetic tape,
   "New Standards Project, University of California, Tape B," master copy, 1994
Audio recordings on cassette tapes (gray box),
   "Suzie Barbour Show, Guest Jesse Perry," 1993
   "Jeffrey Copeland Interview on Speaking of Poets, Vol. 1, KUNI Int.," 1994
   "Writing Across Curriculums: The Best of Our Knowledge," 1994
   "C. Suhor/C. Kisser (CAN)," 1994
   "Lolita Green, WGN-AM, Chicago," 1995
   "Lifestyles, WBBR Radio, New York City, Shelley Harwayne," 1995
   "Kevin McCarthy Show, Arnda Adams and Sally Hampton," 1995
   "On Censorship, Carl Jago, KXLU (Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles)" 1995
   (two tapes)
   "The Whole Language Approach to Teaching Reading, Jerome Harste, Focus 580, WILL-AM 580," 1995
   "Best of Our Knowledge, South Africa Project, J. Jarris and Miriam Chaplin, WAMC (NPR)," 1995
   "The Manufactured Crisis, David Berliner, Focus 580, WILL-AM 580," 1996
   "Term Papers on the Internet, GI Gross," with Miles Myers, 1997
   "English Teachers on Teaching English, Dan Heller, Frankey Jones, WTAE-AM (Ann Devlin)"
   "M/E Feature for Anna Flanagan, WTAG"

Video Recordings on VHS tapes,
   "All California Teachers Association (CTA) Commercials Beginning with the Prop. 98/computer, first day, cheerleader drop; Save Prop. 98-English & Spanish; Class Size-White State, Jennifer; NEA PSA," 1988
   "NCTE/IRA Standards Release, CNN," 1996 (2 tapes)
   "Interview: Standards for the English Language arts, Donna Miller and Sharon Johnston, WACX TV, Orlando, FL," 1996 (includes correspondence)
   "7:30 Today Show, 5:30 PBS FRI"
   "City Scope, Chanel 49, Portland Oregon, Interview with Robert Hamm"
Unknown recording, 1999 (sent to Karen Smith, NCTE associate executive director)